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Overview
Our work introduces:

•A new dual organization, large scale dynamic texture
dataset. With over 10,000 videos, our Dynamic Texture
DataBase (DTDB) is two orders of magnitude larger than
any previously available dynamic texture dataset.

•A new ConvNet for video understanding, MSOE-two-
stream. This new architecture is shown to outperform the
standard two-stream approach by considerabe margins in
application to dynamic texture analysis.

A new algorithm: MSOE-two-stream
•The standard Two-Stream architecture [3] operates in two
parallel pathways, one for processing appearance (using
RGB frames) and the other for motion (using stacks of
optical flow fields).

•Problem: Optical flow is known to be a poor representa-
tion for many dynamic textures, especially those exhibiting
decidedly non-smooth and/or stochastic characteristics.

Figure 1: Sample optical flow fields extracted from a fireworks sequence.

•Solution: An interesting alternative to optical flow in the
present context is appearance Marginalized Spatiotempo-
ral Oriented Energy (MSOE) filtering [1]. This approach
applies 3D, (x, y, t), oriented filters to a video stream to
capture moving patterns along various directions. Also, it
marginalizes appearance information to abstract away from
spatial appearance and emphsize dynamic information.

Figure 2: A sample of MSOE channels capturing 10 directions of motion
(only 3 shown here) extracted from the same fireworks sequence.

•MSOE-two-stream: As a novel two-stream architecture,
we replace input optical flow stacks in the motion stream
with stacks of MSOE filtering results. The resulting ar-
chitecture is able to capture a wider range of dynamics in
comparison to what can be captured by optical flow, while
maintaining the ability to model appearance.

A new dataset: The Dynamic Texture DataBase - DTDB
DTDB comes with two complementary organizations, one based on dynamics independent of spatial appearance and one based
on spatial appearance independent of dynamics. The complementary organizations allow for uniquely insightful experiments
regarding the abilities of major classes of spatiotemporal ConvNet architectures to exploit appearance vs. dynamic information.
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Figure 3: (Left) Sample frames from the proposed Dynamic Texture DataBase (DTDB) and their assigned categories in both the dynamics and
appearance based organizations. (Right) Thumbnail examples of the different appearance based dynamic textures present in the new DTDB dataset.

DTDB’s complementary organizations
DTDB-Dynamics: The dataset was created with the main goal of building a true dynamic texture dataset where sequences
exhibiting similar dynamic behaviors are grouped together irrespective of their appearance. A total of 18 dynamics categories
are defined by making finer distinctions in the spectrum of dynamic textures proposed in [1]. Subdivisions of the original
categories occur according to increased variance (indicated by arrow directions in Table 1) about the orientations used in the
original categories.

Original YUVL categories DTDB categories
Name/Description Name/Description Example sources

Underconstrained spacetime orientation ↓
Aperture Problem conveyor belt, barber pole

Blinking blinking lights, lightning
Flicker fire, shimmering steam

Dominant spacetime orientation ↓

Single Rigid Object train, plane
Multiple Rigid Objects smooth traffic, smooth crowd

Smooth Non-Rigid Objects faucet water, shower water
Turbulent Non-Rigid Objects geyser, fountain
Pluming Non-Rigid Objects avalanche, landslide

Multi-dominant spacetime orientation ↓

Rotary Top-View fan, whirlpool from top
Rotary Side-View tornado, whirlpool from side
Transparency translucent surfaces, chain link fence vs. background

Pluming smoke, clouds
Explosion fireworks, bombs
Chaotic swarming insects, chaotic traffic

Heterogeneous spacetime orientation ↓
Waves wavy water, waving flags

Turbulence boiling liquid, bubbles
Stochastic windblown leaves, flowers

Isotropic ↓ Scintillation TV noise, scintillating water
Table 1: Dynamics based categories in the DTDB dataset.

DTDB-Appearance:To specify appearance catergories, we selected 45 keywords, which taken together covered all the
dynamics categories. This approach was possible, since on-line tags for videos are largely based on appearance. The resulting
appearance categories are given as sub-captions in Fig. 3.

DTDB for analyzing Spatiotemporal ConvNets
DTDB in its two organizations was used to better understand strengths and weak-
nesses of learning based spatiotemporal ConvNets.

DTDB-Dynamics DTDB-Appearance
C3D [2] 74.9 75.5

RGB Stream [3] 76.4 76.1
Flow Stream [3] 72.6 64.8
MSOE Stream 80.1 72.2

MSOE-two-stream 84.0 80.0
SOE-Net [4] 86.8 79.0

Table 2: Performance of various spatiotemporal networks on both organizations of DTDB.
•The dynamics organization of DTDB revealed that traditional motion networks (i.e.
C3D and the flow stream) are particularly hampered when similar appearances are
present across different dynamic categories.

•The complexity of sequences in the dataset illustrated that optical flow fails on most
categories where the sequences break the fundamental optical flow assumptions
while the MSOE stream remains robust in those situations.

•The complementary organization of DTDB confirmed that two-stream networks
are better able to disentangle motion from appearance information.

•The proposed MSOE-two-stream architecture proved superior in capitalizing on
both motion and appearance information.

DTDB for transfer learning
The utility of DTDB’s dual organization as a pretraining substrate is demonstrated
via transfer learning on a different dynamic texture dataset and the task of dynamic
scene recognition.

YUVL-1 YUVL-2 YUVL-3

Dynamics
based
training

C3D 83.3 86.4 83.4
RGB Stream 68.1 75.4 65.0
Flow Stream 87.7 86.9 83.1
MSOE Stream 89.2 89.3 84.8
MSOE-two-

stream
90.7 91.4 87.6

Appearance
based
training

C3D 82.2 85.4 80.9
RGB Stream 67.6 72.8 64.3
Flow Stream 86.7 85.7 81.3
MSOE Stream 87.7 87.3 83.6
MSOE-two-

stream
89.8 90.2 86.7

YUP++(S) YUP++(M) YUP++

Dynamics
based
training

C3D 84.3 71.8 76.5
RGB Stream 81.8 73.7 78.3
Flow Stream 89.3 64.7 76.8
MSOE Stream 90.0 67.5 78.4
MSOE-two-

stream
93.3 81.5 87.7

Appearance
based
training

C3D 85.0 73.7 78.1
RGB Stream 82.0 76.2 79.9
Flow Stream 90.6 65.8 77.0
MSOE Stream 91.0 69.5 79.1
MSOE-two-

stream
94.7 83.2 89.6

Table 3: Performance of spatiotemporal ConvNets, trained using both organizations of DTDB,
(Left) on the various breakdowns of the YUVL dataset [1] and (Right) on the Static and Moving
camera portions of YUP++ and the entire YUP++ [5].

•The dataset dominated by differences in dynamics (i.e. YUVL [1]) benefited more
from pretraining on DTDB-Dynamics, while the appearance dominated dataset
(i.e. YUP++ [5]) benefited more from pretraining on DTDB-appearance.

•MSOE-two-stream is the best overall performer.
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